I/We would like to submit the attached Case Study titled “Add case study title here” for consideration to 2018 The Computational Society Case Study Challenge. The case study addresses the following topic: “Add case study topic here”.

I/We understand that the submissions will be judged on the criterion mentioned on the computational society challenge page (http://thecomsociety.com/pages/thecomputationalsocietycasestudychallenge) and agree to the terms and conditions http://thecomsociety.com/pages/termsofuse.

My/Our work has not been plagiarized or is subject to any other ethical charges. Also, the case study is not being reviewed for publication at another outlet.

We are (or are NOT) competing as an AIS team or individual, as we are (or are NOT) an officially recognized chapter or a member of an officially recognized chapter.

Sincerely,

Signature: ______________________

Name: ______________________   Date: ______________________

On behalf of
Add names and email addresses of all team members